An edge-magic total labeling on G is a one-to-one map λ from V
Strong labelings
An edge-magic total labeling will be called strong if it has the property that the vertex-labels are the integers 1, 2, . . . , v, the smallest possible labels. A graph with a strong edge-magic total labeling will be called strongly edgemagic (abbreviated SEM).
Consider any edge-magic total labeling λ of G. Summing (1) over all e edges, we have (x,y)∈E(G) (λ(x) + λ(x, y) + λ(y)) = ke.
In this sum, each edge label occurs once, and if x i has degree d i then λ(x i ) occurs d i times. So if the labeling is to be strong, it is necessary to find a permutation {a i } of the first v integers such that e divides
(and set λ(x) = a i ). It follows that the even cycles are not strongly edge-magic. However, every odd cycle has a strong labeling [2] . Here is a strong labeling of the odd cycle with vertices x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 2n+1 (named in sequence round the cycle):
λ(x i ) ≡ 1 + ni(mod 2n + 1)
(the members of Z 2n+1 being taken as 1, 2, . . . , 2n + 1). Even though even cycles are not strongly edge-magic, we recently showed [6] that any cycle (odd or even) with a single chord added is strongly edge-magic.
It was observed in [3] that a graph G is strongly edge-magic if and only if there is a map λ from V (G) onto {1, 2, . . . , v} such that
is a set of consecutive integers. The strong edge-magic total labeling is constructed from λ as follows: if s is the largest member of S, the constant k is v + 1 + s, and λ(xy) = k − λ(x) − λ(y) for each edge xy. We call this the edge-magic total labeling induced by the vertex labeling λ; the use of the same symbol λ for both labelings should cause no confusion. It is convenient to call λ(x) + λ(y) the weight of the edge xy.
There is a natural duality for strong edge-magic total labelings. If λ is a vertex labeling for which (4) is consecutive, then the map λ * , defined by
also has this property. We call λ * the strong dual of λ. Strong duality will be useful in complete listings of small strong labelings. Sometimes the strong dual is identical to the original labeling (examples are the labelings in Figure  1 ); in this case the labeling is strongly self-dual. 
Graphs with the maximum number of edges
From now on, when a strong labeling is given, we shall use the name i for the vertex that receives label i unless otherwise noted.
There is a limit on the size of a strongly edge-magic graph. Enomoto et al proved the following useful result.
Lemma 1 ([2])
Any strongly edge-magic graph with v > 1 satisfies e ≤ 2v−3.
We are interested in the maximal strongly edge-magic graphs: those with e = 2v − 3, the largest possible number of edges. (To avoid trivial cases, we shall not consider K 1 to be maximal.) According to (4), the weights form a consecutive set, and for there to be 2v − 3 consecutive weights from v vertices, they must form the set {3, 4, · · · , 2v − 1}. As was observed in [3] , the weights 3, 4, 2v − 2 and 2v − 1 are expressed uniquely as 3 = 1 + 2, 4 = 1 + 3,
. That is, in any strongly edgemagic graph, the following pairs of vertices must be adjacent:
Every weight from 5 to 2v−3 can be obtained by more than one choice of vertex pair and a labeled graph can be produced by choosing one of the possible pairs for each weight. For example, for v = 4, the one additional weight is 5 and choosing the edge (1, 4) produces a different labeling than does choosing edge (2, 3) . In this case we get two different labelings of the same graph; they are shown in Figure 1 11 (5, 6) and a choice of one pair for each weight determines a labeled graph. This simple observation is a convenient viewpoint, and some properties of strong edge-magic labelings are readily apparent because of it.
The number of pairs with weight t is t−1 2
for t ≤ v + 1 and 2v+1−t 2 for t > v + 1, and multiplying the number of choices for each row leads to the following result, part of which is a special case of Theorem 24 of [3] . Define the function
Proposition 1 There are g(v) strong edge-magic labelings of graphs of order v and size 2v − 3, including
! that are strongly self-dual.
Proof.
To count the self-dual labelings, we note that if a pair (a, b) is chosen, then its complementary pair (v + 1 − a, v + 1 − b) must also be chosen, so that it is only necessary to count the ways of making selections for weights up to weight v + 1.
For order 5, there are 8 ways to select the pairs to determine a labeling. These labelings, 4 of which are self-dual, are shown in Figure 2 . All of the size 7 graphs are represented here. Figure 2 already illustrates the fact that some graphs permit more (often many more) than one labeling. 
Proposition 3 Every maximal strongly edge-magic graph with at least 4 vertices contains at least two triangles.
Proof. The proposition is true for v = 4 and 5 (see Figures 1 and 2 ), so we may assume v ≥ 6.
Let G be strongly edge-magic with 2v − 3 vertices and labeling λ. As noted, G must contain edges (1, 2) and (1, 3) . Suppose w is the smallest integer such that (1, w − 1) is not an edge. Clearly w ≤ v + 2 < 2v − 3 (as v > 5), so there is an edge of weight w, which must be an edge (a, b) with a + b = w, a, b > 1. Then (1, a), (1, b) , and (a, b) form a triangle. So the vertex labeled 1 appears in some triangle in G.
As w < 2v − 3, there will be a second-smallest weight that does not appear on an edge from vertex 1; it is easy to show that this edge also lies in some triangle in G and the triangles are different.
In particular, no bipartite graphs can admit a strong edge-magic total labeling.
It is easy to see that the result of Proposition 3 is best possible in that there exists a strongly edge-magic graph of order v containing exactly two triangles, for each v > 3 other than v = 5. (An example will be provided by the family of graphs that we shall construct in the next Section, and illustrate with the second graph of We could have obtained the results (2) and (3) of this theorem simply by applying Proposition 4 to the construction of part (1), but the embeddings described in (2) and (3) are different and more interesting.
Strong labelings of some families of graphs
In this section we construct labelings for several infinite families of maximal SEM graphs. The join of K 1 with any star K 1,v−2 is a graph with v vertices and 2v − 3 edges. Chen [1] showed that this graph is SEM in order to prove that the bound 2v − 3 could always be attained; the labeling is shown in the first graph of Figure 3 . It is easy to prove that this is the unique SEM labeling for this graph. In fact, more is true.
Proposition 5 Let G be a maximal SEM graph of order v > 4 having two vertices of degree
Proof. Since edges (1, 2), (1, 3) must be in G, the vertex labeled 1 must be one of those of degree v − 1. Similarly (v − 2, v) and (v − 1, v) must be in G, so the other vertex of degree v − 1 must be labeled v. Thus the edges described above must be included, and since these represent all weights from 3 to 2v − 3 once each, the result follows.
The vertices labeled 1 and v must have degree v − 1 in G, and the edge (1, v) ∈ G has weight v + 1. By the discussion in the previous section, (1, v) can be replaced by any other edge of weight v + 1 and a maximal SEM will result. This can clearly be done in v 2 different ways and because of the symmetry of G, all of these replacements will result in labelings of the same graph. One of these is shown in the second graph of Figure 3 . It is easy to show that there can be no other SEM labelings for this graph.
Triangulations of the v-cycle
The graph in Figure 1 and the graph in the top row of Figure 2 are the smallest order graphs in an important family of graphs with 2v − 3 edges: 
Already the cases of v = 4 and v = 5 (Figures 2 and 3) illustrate that there will be numerous strong labelings for this same graph. Labelings of other triangulations can be obtained from any of these by single edge replascement as described in Section 3. However, not all graphs in this family are SEM since it was shown in Theorem 8 of [3] that the fan f n = P n ∨ {x} is not SEM for n > 6. The proof of this result is now transparent using our point of view. For whatever label l is chosen for vertex x, since x is adjacent to all other vertices, either the three smallest weights or the three largest weight do not involve l and therefore induce either K 1,3 or K 3 as a subgraph of f n − {x} = P n .
Determining precisely which triangulations of a cycle can be labeled appears to be a difficult problem.
Generalized Prisms
There is only one graph with v = 3 having e = 2v − 3 = 3 edges, namely K 3 , and it is trivially seen to be strongly edge-magic. A natural generalization of the correct size is the graph K 3 × P n (which gives us the familiar triangular prism when n = 2). It is straightforward to give a strong labeling for G = K 3 × P n . G consists of n triangles which we identify as T 1 to T n with edges joining vertices in T i to the corresponding vertices of T i−1 and T i+1 . Assign the labels {3i − 2, 3i − 1, 3i} to triangle T i and make these vertices adjacent to the vertices {3i + 3, 3i + 1, 3i + 2} respectively in T i+1 . In triangle T i we get the edge sums 6i−3, 6i−2 and 6i−1, which gives all weights ≡ 3, 4, 5(mod 6). The edges between T i and T i+1 have weights 6i, 6i + 1 and 6i + 2, giving all weights ≡ 0, 1, 2(mod 6). Thus we get the consecutive set of weights {3, · · · , 6n − 1} as required. We note that this labeling can be regarded as a repeated application of Theorem 1(part 3) with G 2 = K 3 . The labeling of K 3 × P 3 is illustrated in Figure 4 . 
Graphs with Large Cliques
For a given r, what is the smallest possible order s(r) for an SEM graph containing an r-clique? We shall obtain an upper bound on s(r).
For the vertices of the clique to be labeled so that no weight is repeated, the labels must be chosen from a set of positive integers in which the sums of pairs of distinct elements are all different. Such a set is called a weak Sidon set. (Some authors simply call it a Sidon set; others reserve "Sidon" for the case when the restriction is removed that the elements be distinct.) When the members of a weak Sidon set are placed in ascending order, the resulting sequence is called a Sidon sequence or well-spread sequence.
The question requires us to choose such a sequence S = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s r ) in which the largest element s r is as small as possible. Let us write σ(r) for this smallest possible value of s r , taken over all Sidon sequences S. The evaluation of σ(r) remains unsolved in general; an account can be found in [7] , and a recent survey of this and more general problems is [8] . Trivially, a Sidon sequence of length r with largest element σ(r) must have smallest mwmber 1.
It is easy to see that the Fibonacci sequence (f n ), defined by f 0 = f 1 = 1 and • If f r−1 < x < f r , then x is joined to f r ;
• If f i−1 < x < f i , then x is joined to f j whenever j > i.
The greatest edge weight in this graph is 2f r − 1. We need to verify that every integer from 3 (the least weight, which occurs on the edge joining 1 to 2) to 2f r − 1 arises as a weight. In order to see this we note that every edge joins vertices whose greater endpoint (label) is a Fibonacci number; if that number is f i , where i < r, then the other endpoint is no greater than f i−1 .
Suppose y is an integer between f t−1 and f t . If y = f t−1 + z then 0 < z < f t−2 , so there is an edge from z to f t−1 , with weight y. This is the only edge of weight y whose greater endpoint is f t−1 ; any edge with its greater endpoint less than f t−1 will have weight at most f t−3 + f t−2 = f t−1 < y, while those with greater endpoint f t or greater have weight greater than y.
Finally, edges with weight a Fibonacci number occur uniquely in the clique; and weights greater than f r−1 + f r occur uniquely with greater endpoint f r .
As an example, there is a SEM graph on 21 = f 7 vertices containing a clique of size 7. It is shown in Figure 5 , as an illustration of the above construction.
However, we can do better.
Theorem 3
For every positive integer n ≥ 3,there is a SEM graph of order σ(n) and size 2σ(n) − 3 containing a K n .
Proof. We construct a graph with vertices 1, 2, . . . , σ(n). Suppose S is a Sidon sequence of length n and largest element σ(n). Consider any positive integer w less than 2σ(n). If w is the sum of two elements s i and s j of S, join vertices s i and s j . Otherwise, if w ≤ σ(n), join 1 to (w − 1); if w > σ(n), join w − σ(n) to σ(n). The 2n − 3 edges constructed have 2σ(n) − 3 consecutive weights, and the elements of S form a K n .
As an example, Figure 6 (a) shows the graph for n = 7.
The graphs constructed in Theorem 3 are typically not connected. It is easy to construct connected examples: for n ≤ 6, σ(n) = f n , so the existence 
